Morphological basis for a tonotopic design of an insect ear.
The tonotopically organized hearing organs of bushcrickets provide the opportunity for a detailed correlation of morphological and structural properties within hearing organs that are needed to establish tonotopic gradients. In the present study of a tonotopic insect hearing organ, we combine mechanical measurements of sound-induced hearing organ motion and detailed anatomical investigations to explore the anatomical basis of tonotopy. We compare mechanical data of frequency responses along the auditory organ to several anatomical parameters. Low frequency responses are related to larger organ and cap cell size in the proximal part of the hearing organ while in the distal part of the organ, small organ and cap cell size is related to high-frequency representation. However, the correlation between organ and cap cell size with continuous frequency representation along the organ is not very tight. Instead, the height of the organ and the corresponding length of the sensory dendrites are best correlated to tonotopic frequency representation. The sensory dendrite contains a ciliary root with a pronounced cross-banding of electron-dense material that should be important for the stiffness of the dendrite. The geometry of surrounding structures like the hemolymph channel and the acoustic trachea as well as the extension of the tectorial membrane are not correlated to the tonotopy. We provide evidence that tonotopy in the bushcricket hearing organ may depend on the size of ciliary structures. In particular, the ciliary root of the sensory cells is a likely cellular basis of tonotopy.